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Bat Worker Forum 13th September 2013 
R0.12, Ramphal Building, Warwick University 

 

  

ACTION POINTS 

1. BCT to announce when the Article 17 report to the EU is published on the JNCC website, via the 
BCT site and social media. 

2. Please send news of all particularly positive or negative bat stories to Abi Mcloughlin 
(amcloughlin@bats.org.uk). 

3. Please send any comments or information that might be helpful in working to increase 
sentences for bat crimes to Abi (amcloughlin@bats.org.uk) or Pete Charleston 
(pcharleston@bats.org.uk). 

4. If you have used the new GIS maps circulated to Bat Groups please do send feedback on them to 
Katherine Boughey (kboughey@bats.org.uk) or Lisa Worledge (lworledge@bats.org.uk), and if 
you’d like them sent to any additional contacts please let Lisa or Katherine know. 

5. BCT to investigate ways to increase use of photos for bat ID in bite cases where carers cannot 
easily get out, and for giving better bat care advice over the phone to reduce the risk of healthy 
bats going to vets who will put them down. 

6. BCT to follow up on issue relating to sharing of RRFs for church visits.   

7. BCT (Pete Charleston) will check cases of inappropriate conclusions being drawn from surveys 
and would like bat workers to send any examples they come across (email 
pcharleston@bats.org.uk). 

8. BCT to investigate better ways to connect trainees and trainers. 

 

ACTION POINTS CARRIED FORWARD FROM 2012 
 
a) Kelly Gunnell (kgunnell@bats.org.uk) would still appreciate any case studies people may have 

above the inclusion of features for biodiversity in new and existing buildings.  

b) Heather McFarlane [hmcfarlane@bats.org.uk] would welcome feedback from anyone that has 
uses the Halloween Fundraising Pack in 2013 as well as any photos too please. 

c) John Haddow to re-visit the house where bats have been returning to the special “in roof” bat 
box so he can write it up as an example. [Suggestion made that Lisa Worledge buy John a bottle 
of whiskey as an incentive to do this!]  

 

1. Welcome, Introductions and Apologies 
 
Meeting was chaired by Steve Parker.  
 
Attendees  
Angela Graham Angela Graham Bat Consultancy Service Ltd 
Abi McLoughlin  BCT Press & Communications Officer 
Andrea Durn Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Dorset & Somerset Bat Groups 
Anne Youngman BCT Scottish Officer 
Annette Faulkner Lincolnshire Bat Group 

mailto:amcloughlin@bats.org.uk
mailto:amcloughlin@bats.org.uk
mailto:pcharleston@bats.org.uk
mailto:kboughey@bats.org.uk
mailto:lworledge@bats.org.uk
mailto:pcharleston@bats.org.uk
mailto:kgunnell@bats.org.uk
mailto:hmcfarlane@bats.org.uk
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Bob Cornes Bedfordshire Bat Group & BCT Trustee 
Bridget Parslow Berks & South Bucks Bat Group 
Carol Williams BCT Director of Conservation 
Charlie Liggett Merseyside & West Lancashire Bat Group 
Cheryl Stansbury Devon & Cornwall Bat Groups 
Chris Sherlock Birmingham & the Black Country Bat Group 
Chris Smith South East Staffordshire Bat Group 
Chrissy Mason Devon Bat Group 
Dave Cottle Somerset Bat Group 
Debbie Bartlett Kent Bat Group 
Fiona Parker South Lancashire Bat Group 
Gail Armstrong North Lancashire Bat Group 
Greg Carson London & Clwyd Bat Groups / Ecology Network 
Jackie Wedd Herts & Middlesex Bat Group 
Jean Matthews Natural Resources Wales 
Jon Whitehurst Isle of Wight Bat Group 
Jonathan Spencer  East Yorkshire Bat Group / AECOM 
Jools Partridge Leicestershire & Rutland BG & Derbyshire Bat Conservation Group 
Julia Hanmer BCT CEO 
Karen Haysom BCT Director of Conservation 
Kat Walsh Natural England 
Kate Jones BCT Chair of Board of Trustees 
Katy Hillman BCT Bat Advice Officer 
Kay Snowdon Leicestershire & Rutland Bat Group 
Lisa Worledge BCT Partnerships Officer 
Maggie Brown West Yorkshire Bat Group 
Nicola Powell University of Bristol 
Nik Knight Hampshire Bat Group 
Pete Banfield Somerset & Dorset Bat Groups 
Pete Charleston BCT Investigations Officer 
Peter Crome BCT Helpline Manager 
Philip Brown University of Bristol 
Roger Jiggins Essex Bat Group 
Ross Baker Surrey Bat Group 
Shirley Thompson Kent Bat Group 
Steve Lucas BCT Wales Officer 
Steve Parker South Lancashire Bat Group, BCT Trustee 
Steve Roe Derbyshire Bat Conservation Group 
Sylvia Jiggins Essex Bat Group  
Tom McOwat BCT Trustee  
 
Apologies  
Jo Hodgkins North Bucks and Bedfordshire Bat Groups / National Trust  
Jo White Warwickshire Bat Group 
Karl Martin Clwyd Bat Group 
Liat Wicks BCT Head of Biodiversity 
Lynn Whitfield Surrey Bat Group 
Rebecca Collins Herefordshire Action for Mammals 
Rob Raynor Scottish Natural Heritage 
Viv Booth Lincolnshire Bat Group 
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2. Minutes and actions from the September 2012 meeting 
 
The minutes of the last meeting (14th September 2012) were accepted. At that meeting, seven 
actions were identified, with an eight carried over from 2011, as reported on below:  
  

 Action Outcome  

1. Heather McFarlane – will look into how BCT can 
make its policy, on photos showing bats being 
handled without gloves, clearer on our website, 
particularly the photo library and will arrange for the 
“Why Wear Gloves” document to be updated. 

Completed. Chris Sherlock asked if it 
was on the website and Lisa Worledge 
confirmed it was. 

2. Attendees – Kelly Gunnell [kgunnell@bats.org.uk] 
would appreciate any case studies people may have 
that would be suitable for the new edition of 
“Biodiversity for Low and Zero Carbon Buildings”.  

Completed for 2013. The new edition 
has been published but the action is 
carried forward because Kelly would 
still like to hear about suitable case 
studies. Carried forward to 2014. 

3. Attendees – Kelly Gunnell would welcome 
suggestions in relation to monitoring Habibat boxes 
and whether there are any bat groups that would be 
able to assist?  

Completed. About 100 boxes are in 
place and Kelly Gunnell wants to set up 
a system to check them, she will follow 
this up. 

4. Attendees – Heather McFarlane 
[hmcfarlane@bats.org.uk] would welcome feedback 
from anyone that has used the Halloween 
Fundraising Pack as well as any photos too please.  

Completed for 2013. Heather 
McFarlane would once again like to 
know if anyone uses the pack and any 
feedback they have. Carried forward to 
2014. 

5. Kat Walsh to look into the sharing of Natural England 
data from historic church surveys that have been 
undertaken by VBRVs and to talk to David Overton at 
Natural England. 

Completed. The data is not in a useable 
form and NE lack the manpower 
required to convert it so it won’t be 
shared, but all new records going 
forward are sent to LRCs, Bat Groups 
and NBN. 

6. Attendees – Kat Walsh encouraged everyone to get 
in touch with Natural England when they come 
across problems of non-compliance with Natural 
England letter or licensing. Please contact: 
speciesenforcement@naturalengland.org.uk 

Completed. Followed on from 
discussion point at 2012 meeting. 

7. Attendees – Please send information on planned 
domestic exclusions to karen.haysom@bats.org.uk   
so that they can be considered for the Bristol 
research. 

Completed. An update on this project 
was provided by Karen Haysom during 
the Forum – see notes below. 

a) John Haddow to re-visit the house where bats have 
been returning to the special “in roof” bat box so he 
can write it up as an example.   

Carried forward to 2014. 

 
 

mailto:kgunnell@bats.org.uk
mailto:hmcfarlane@bats.org.uk
mailto:speciesenforcement@naturalengland.org.uk
karen.haysom@bats.org.uk
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3. News from SNCOs   
 

3.1 Kat Walsh gave an update on behalf of Natural England: 

a) Class Licensing – this will not be covered in the Forum because there will be a talk by Matt 
Heydon tomorrow and he has agreed to answer any questions. 

b) Article 17 Reporting – Natural England have been working on the Article 17 report to the EU on 
the implementation of the Habitats Directive, which covers 2007-2013. Information on all bat 
species (as well as all other species included within the Directive) will be on the JNCC website 
when it is completed. 

 Kate Jones asked if this will cover all of Europe and Kat confirmed that it would. 

 It was asked if this would be advertised via the bulletins and social media, Lisa Worledge 
confirmed it would.  

ACTION: BCT to announce when the Article 17 report is published. 

c) New DEFRA Guidance Documents – there is new guidance on bats on the DEFRA website as part 
of their response to the Red Tape Challenge to reform guidance. All Statutory Nature 
Conservation Organisations (SNCOs) have been asked to reduce guidance to make it easier to 
understand. Anyone can look at the documents and comment on the information, which covers 
all species and habitats, until 27th September. It is very important that everyone concerned does 
comment or the guidance in its current form will be published. 

 Julia Hanmer said there is a link on the BCT website and Lisa Worledge said there was also 
one in the latest edition of the Bat Group Bulletin. 

 Carol Williams said that a lot of information is still to be developed and will be added after 
the deadline for comment so it is important to keep looking and commenting. She also said 
that BCT have asked for a way to comment on all the advice together and in detail instead of 
each page individually. 

 Kat Walsh said that Natural England were consulted before the website went online but the 
process of feeding that back was delayed, but all SNCOs have commented on the advice 
that’s online. She also reiterated that it really is important for everyone to comment. 

 Ross Baker asked for a crib sheet on what to object to. Carol Williams explained that the 
pages follow a logical order; there are two lists – basic and technical advice, and each page is 
quite short. ‘Bats: Complying with the Law’ is the main one to look at but it is well worth 
going through it all. 

d) Hold on Producing New Guidance – as a result of this review of guidance by DEFRA, Natural 
England and other SNCOs are currently unable to produce new guidance, with a few exceptions. 

e) Natural England Reorganisation – due to the public sector cuts, Natural England have had a lot 
of cut-backs and reorganisations this year. The first round was in April but the full impact is not 
yet known, although it should be clear before Christmas.  

 Andrea Durn asked whether Natural England was likely to be merged with other SNCOs and 
Kat said no but they will be forming a closer working relationship in some cases. 

f) Wind Turbine Research – the Natural England and DEFRA funded research into the effect of 
wind turbines on bats, being undertaken by Fiona Mathews' team at the University of Exeter, 
has been extended for a year to allow for a better statistical base. 

g) Bats and Roads Research – there is a new project, WC1060 on the DEFRA website, which will be 
headed by John Altringham and looking at the interactions between bats and roads. [Details can 
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be found on the Defra research pages by entering the project code under the search function at: 
http://randd.defra.gov.uk] 

h) Bats and Woodland Research – John is also working on another project, WC1015, looking at 
bats and woodland. It is funded by Natural England and DEFRA and supported by BCT. It is 
looking at monitoring in Sussex and the Forest of Dean with the aim of creating simple, 
repeatable methods for surveying woodland bats. 

i) Bats and Churches Project – this will be discussed in a talk by Laura Bambini during the 
conference. 

j) Soprano Pipistrelle Exclusion – this project is still on-going. It is looking at whether exclusion 
from domestic properties without mitigation works and whether it complies with the Habitats 
Directive.  

 
4.2 Jean Matthews gave updates on behalf of Natural Resources Wales: 

a) Establishment of Natural Resources Wales – NRW was established in April 2013. [The purpose 
and mission are set-out in Appendix 1 below.] The aspects that are probably of most immediate 
relevance to the Forum are that the species licensing section (for conservation and survey 
licences) is still operating under the new body and the development licensing function formerly 
undertaken by Welsh Government has been passed to Natural Resources Wales. It is managed 
by the same licensing team as the survey licences.  

Existing licences issued by the Countryside Council for Wales and Welsh Government are still 
valid until their normal expiry date. There are no plans to introduce class licences in Wales, or to 
make major changes to the licensing process, though NRW will continue to try to streamline it 
where possible. There are application forms and information about the process on the website 
or you can email the licensing team on specieslicence@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk   

For the time being the emphasis is on ensuring that the "day job" gets done, so most people 
from the legacy bodies (CCW, EAW and FCW) are in the same roles and same locations, but 
there is a round of voluntary severance currently and office locations are being rationalised so 
there will be fewer staff and fewer offices. The structure of the organisation is still being 
developed and functions are gradually becoming more integrated. Projects and grants are 
continuing as planned for this year but we don't know how this will change in the future.  

All NRW staff have both English and Welsh email addresses. If one doesn’t work it is worth trying 
the other, or calling them. 

[There is more detail on the organisation and its role on the website: 
www.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk ] 

b) Article 17 Reporting – a lot of time has been spent on Article 17 reporting to the EU and the 
process is rather bureaucratic. However, it will hopefully allow for NRW to apply for funding to 
help fill in gaps in bat data for Wales. 

c) Research – NRW have on-going research projects into the effects of wind turbines (single to mid-
size turbines with University of Exeter) and habitat modelling for rare woodland bats and lesser 
horseshoe bats. 

 
3.3 Anne Youngman gave updates on behalf of Scottish Natural Heritage: 

a) Bat Casework Co-ordinator – Michelle Henley has just started with SNH as Bat Casework 
Coordinator. Michelle will be managing all SNH’s bat workers and coordinating their work, and 
eventually acting as a central point of contact for handling all bat casework that involves issues 
with bats in domestic dwellings.  

http://randd.defra.gov.uk/
mailto:specieslicence@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk
http://www.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk/
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b) Article 17 Reporting & NBMP Data – BCT, on behalf of SNH, are currently reviewing the Scottish 
NBMP data, with the aim of identifying options for improving coverage and sample size in 
Scotland in the future. SNH and BCT are aware that more surveyors are required in Scotland. 

 
4. News from BCT 
 
4.1 Introduction 

Julia Hanmer began her update by explaining that she would try not to repeat what was being 
covered in talks over the weekend. 
   
4.2 Thank You 

Julia thanked all bat groups, bat workers and bat carers for their continued hard work this year. 
Although it was a much better summer than last year there was still a variety of challenges. Julia 
went on to say how grateful BCT were to everyone for their responses and support in relation to the 
churches debate at Westminster Hall over the summer. 
 
4.3 National Bat Monitoring Programme 

Online recording for the NBMP Hibernation Survey has now been launched. These web pages follow 
a similar format to those launched for the Roost Count earlier this year. Volunteers who take part in 
the Hibernation Survey can log on in order to input their data, view and download all hibernation 
data they have submitted to the NBMP, view bar charts showing annual peak counts for each 
species at each of their sites, opt to print off survey materials from the website instead of receive 
them in the post, and view and edit their site details (e.g. improve the grid ref precision by clicking 
on a map or aerial photo). 

So far the new pages have been launched to volunteers who currently share data as part of the 
NBMP Hibernation Survey. Hibernation surveyors who do not currently submit data to the NBMP 
can also sign up to participate via the new web pages though. Each volunteer can only view data 
from their own sites. 

[Online recording for both the Roost Count and the Hibernation Survey can be accessed at 
http://nbmp.bats.org.uk/Surveys.aspx ] 
 
4.4 Helpline 

Since January, BCT has been the sole contract for Natural England’s Bat Advice Service. The Helpline 
has a display at the conference and Julia introduced Peter Crome (Helpline Manager with Amanda 
Adebisi) and Katy Hillman (Bat Advice Officer), who, along with other Helpline staff, are available to 
answer questions. 

The Natural England Volunteer team also have a stand at the Conference and are happy to talk to 
volunteer roosts visitors and trainees and answer any questions people have.  
 
4.5 Communications 

Julia introduced Abi McLoughlin, who has joined BCT as Press & Communications Officer. Please do 
come to her with ideas for stories and contacts.  
 
ACTION: Abi McLoughlin wants to hear about all particularly positive or negative bat stories so 
these can be spread or countered as appropriate. 
  

http://nbmp.bats.org.uk/Surveys.aspx
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4.6 Bat care 

Whilst BCT hasn’t been able to obtain all of the funding hoped for last year (although continuing to 
work on this), a small amount of funding was received which enabled some training standards for 
bat rehabilitators to be written.  

A first draft has been completed and commented on by a small expert panel. It has recently been out 
for comment to a wider number of bat carers. The final version should be published in early 2014. 
 
4.7 Consultations 

BCT continue to speak up for bats in rapid policy change. There are a number of recent or ongoing 
consultations.  

a) Defra review of wildlife guidance – Already referred to by Kat in her Natural England update, 
this is being undertaken as part of a simplification/streamlining process. There are a range of 
new documents on-line. One of these is the ‘Bats: Complying with the Law’ guidance document, 
see: http://guidanceanddata.defra.gov.uk/bats/  

BCT will be responding in the strongest terms: 

 Its negative tone – bats as nuisance, nothing about why they are protected, the language 
around health risks 

 Misleading statements – such as being unlikely to find bats in urban areas 

 Lack of signposting – to places where additional help is available until the very last page 

BCT have signed a joint letter with other wildlife non-governmental organisations for a clearer, 
improved process for responding (at the moment you can only respond online, page by page) 
and asking for an extension of the deadline.  

Everyone can help by responding to this consultation and details of how to do that have been 
shared in the Bat Group Bulletin and are on the BCT website.  

 Kat Walsh clarified that DEFRA are unlikely to extend the deadline for comment on their new 
guidance because they are working to a Ministerial deadline. 

 It was asked if people could write to their MPs about the DEFRA guidance. That would be 
very helpful and BCT would encourage people to do so as well as providing feedback on the 
guidance online. 

b) Planning Consultation in England – there is a planning consultation underway in England that 
relates to the change of use of certain buildings, e.g. the change of use of agricultural buildings 
to residential use without the need for planning permission.  

This would fall under the proposed permitted development changes. This obviously has serious 
implications for bats and other protected species and BCT will be responding to the consultation.  

[If you would like to see more details and respond directly to the consultation then please refer 
to: 
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/226632/Greater_flexi
bilities_for_change_of_use.pdf ] 

 
4.7 Bats and the Built Environment 

a) The second edition of Biodiversity for Low and Zero Carbon Buildings – the new publication 
called ‘Designing for Biodiversity’, has now been published and is on sale at the conference for 
£25 (instead of the normal retail price of £29.99). 

http://guidanceanddata.defra.gov.uk/bats/
http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/226632/Greater_flexibilities_for_change_of_use.pdf
http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/226632/Greater_flexibilities_for_change_of_use.pdf
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b) Breathable Roofing Membranes – Stacey Waring will be presenting on her project at the 
conference. 

c) Bats and Lighting – new lighting guidelines are being produced by Emma Stone of the University 
of Bristol with support from BCT and a lighting and wildlife conference is to take place next 
March jointly run by BCT and ARUP. 

 
4.8 Training 

Julia highlighted some of the current training activities BCT was involved with including: training for 
planners (both face to face training and online courses); working with Natural England on training for 
VBRVs and trainees, include an online class licensing module and developing an endoscope training 
module; and the Woodland Project likely to deliver training for some bat groups on identifying 
roosts in trees. 
 
4.9 GIS Resource for Bat Groups 

New GIS resources for bat groups were circulated earlier this year and we are very keen to have 
feedback on whether these were useful.  
 
ACTION: If you have used the new GIS maps circulated to Bat Groups please do send feedback on 
them to Katherine Boughey (kboughey@bats.org.uk) or Lisa Worledge (lworledge@bats.org.uk), 
and if you’d like them sent to any additional contacts please let Lisa or Katherine know. 
 
4.10 BCT Head of Biodiversity 

Lisa Hundt is returning from maternity leave to her role as BCT’s Head of Biodiversity on a part-time 
basis so the role will be a job share with Jan Collins, who is joining BCT from RSK, a consultancy firm.  
 
4.11 Survey Guidelines Review 

Please see the note in your delegate packs about the review of the Survey Guidelines and details of 
how to share feedback. 
 
4.12 Regional Conferences 

Over the past year there have been conferences in Scotland and Wales, South East, North and South 
West of England and for the first time a Channel Isles Bat Conference 

There was the excellent Nathusius’ conference, organised by Daniel Hargreaves with support from 
BCT and we hope there will be more targeted conferences in the future. There is the Lighting one 
already mentioned but we also hope to have a Woodland bats conference in due course. 

There will be a Scotland conference in November and over the next 12 months there will be regional 
conferences in the Midlands and East of England as well as a Bat Workers day in Wales. Do keep an 
eye on the Bat Group Bulletin and BCT website for details.  
 
4.7 Prosecutions 

A recent case, heard in Bridlington Magistrates Court at the end of August, saw a shockingly small 
fine imposed following the conviction of a developer on six charges of destruction of bat roosts (£35 
per roost plus victim surcharge of £20 and costs of £85).   

Julia is working with Peter Charleston (BCT’s Investigations Officer) to investigate why this was 
judged as appropriate and will be contacting the Director Public Prosecutions, as head of the Crown 
Prosecution Service, seeking further information and we will then look for ways to ensure this is not 
repeated in upcoming trials.  

mailto:kboughey@bats.org.uk
mailto:lworledge@bats.org.uk
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The BCT team is also contacting other NGOs to jointly push for a more consistent and, importantly, 
commensurate punishment for wildlife crime cases.    

Pete works to investigate and provide expert witness services advice and assistance to Police 
Wildlife Crime Officers and those engaged with preventing and holding to account wildlife crime. 
Successful conviction for a similar offence last year resulted in a more just fine of £7500 and £100 
costs after BCT submitted impact statements to the courts.  

BCT’s bat crime figures for the year January 2012-January 2013 recorded a rise of 10 % in the 
number of incidents reported to BCT, a total of 372. Of those 138 incidents were referred to law 
enforcement agencies. From anecdotal evidence reported to BCT these reports are just the tip of the 
iceberg. 

BCT will be updating on this issue as things progress and welcome thoughts and comments from bat 
workers.  

ACTION: Please send any comments or information that might be helpful in working to increase 
sentences for bat crimes to Abi (amcloughlin@bats.org.uk) or Pete Charleston 
(pcharleston@bats.org.uk). 

 Ross Baker asked about the implementation of a minimum fine for bat crimes and if this had 
been included in a review of the legislation recently. Pete Charleston said that didn’t apply 
to cases heard by a magistrate, and therefore has never been applied to bat crimes. 

 Roger Jiggins explained that in Essex the local police force had a lot of success with 
investigating crimes, recommending mitigation and telling the offender they would get in 
touch later to let them know if it was being taken further, then 8 or 12 months later saying 
they wouldn’t. This greatly encouraged the offended to do everything they could in the 
meantime to fix the situation, without the risk of the case being rejected by a magistrate or 
an absurdly small fine being issued. 

 
5. Matters Arising Regionally/Locally  

 
5.1 Priorities from English regional conferences 

Steve Parker went through the list of priorities from the English regional conferences (circulated with 
the agenda for the meeting) that have taken place since the last Bat Worker Forum and explained 
many of these are already being worked on by BCT.  
 
5.2 Roost Report Form  

Roger and Sylvia Jiggins raised two issues with the new Roost Report Form (RFF): 

1) You can’t insert a title at the top, which is very important for them (and probably anyone else 
with their own filing system), especially for churches where the contact name can change 
between visits and the church address is buried in a little box 1/3 of the way down. 

2) Selecting from a drop-down list is not always adequate, especially for buildings like churches 
which can have many different roof types. 

All in all they felt it was the worst form they’d had and that new forms should be trialled before 

launch. 

 Steve Parker explained that about five years ago there were similar comments, which is 
exactly what lead to the development of the first updated form. 

 Amanda Adebisi had asked Pete Crome to remind everyone that Natural England had asked 
for comments on the new form. Sylvia Jiggins said she wasn’t aware of any request for 
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feedback since the form was launched. Annette Faulkner stated that Natural England had 
included it in a general VBRV questionnaire but this was impossible to fill in, and she had 
complained to Lucy Foster at Natural England.  

 Shirley Thompson said the problem is the questionnaire uses the same protection as the RRF 
so if you can’t use the RRF you also can’t report this to Natural England. Lisa Worledge 
stated it might be an issue with some web browsers, but the Natural England stand has 
some paper copies of the feedback form that can be taken away and filled in. 

 Bob Cornes asked whether now BCT are the sole contractor, they could be given more of say 
in the design of the form. Pete Crome confirmed a new RRF would be produced over the 
next couple of months and this will be sent to BCT and some VBRVs for testing before being 
released. 

 Roger Jiggins said it needs to be tested in the field and by people who will fill it in both 
online and on paper and who use different methods. 

 Carol Williams said BCT will raise this with the Natural England team but also share all 
comments from the Forum and the Conference so that they can be taken on board, along 
with ones already submitted directly to Natural England as part of the questionnaire. 

 Annette Faulkner said the other issue is the questionnaire was issued at a time when many 
VBRVs are still extremely busy with bat work so it might get forgotten. 

 Steve Lucas said it is hard to get reports in Wales and asked if Natural England would be 
willing to share the finalised form? Kat Walsh thought that would be possible.  

 Jean Matthews asked if the forms are sent to Local Record Centres and National Biodiversity 
Network for collating info. Katy Hillman explained that the forms aren’t shared directly but 
that some data from the forms was shared with LRCs and bat groups. 

 

5.3 Sharing of Roost Report Forms relating to churches 

Roger Jiggins explained that he and Sylvia attend meetings of the Essex Diocese Advisory Committee 
(DAC) (who cover over 770 churches). The DAC give the Bat Group a list of all the churches planning 
work (usually about 80-100 items) and then they have 5 days to feedback which ones will need a 
survey ahead of work. This has led to a much higher uptake of Natural England advice. The problem 
is while they can contact Essex bat workers for their RRFs and so know if a survey has already been 
carried out and what was found they now have a lot of VBRVs from outside Essex coming in (which is 
good) and they can’t get their RRFs because they don’t know who the VBRVs are and BCT/Natural 
England won’t release them because of Data Protection. They would like to be able to access ALL 
RRFs or at least letters to churches in Essex. 

 Shirley Thompson agreed and suggested they ask the church. Sylvia Jiggins said often the 
church have no information on previous visits other than that one happened and she feels it 
is important that RRFs are preserved. 

 Kat Walsh said all RRFs are kept, and can be sent out if you ask Martin Rhodes. Gail 
Armstrong said that applies to other roost visits as well. 

 Katy Hillman explained that BCT do keep all RRFs for visits they arranged or which were sent 
to them and where possible do send these out when repeat visits are being arranged. She 
also explained that the problem is we don’t have records for any other kind of visits, 
including historic data from before we had the contract for an area. 

 Annette Faulkner said that she has copies of all the RRFs for Lincolnshire. 
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 Steve Roe said FPCR did send all their records to a Natural England office in Kendal and they 
were under the impression these went to BCT but he would check. 

 Steve Lucas suggested checking LRCs for planning records and Sylvia Jiggins agreed that was 
an option but the problem is they often only have planning surveys and some are so 
condensed down that they are un-useable for their purposes. 

 Pete Charleston pointed out that for practical purposes they also limit how long records stay 
online and easily accessible in paper form so old records can be hard to find. 

 Sylvia Jiggins re-iterated that the issue is the Essex Bat Group want to be able to flag up 
churches that will need a survey/re-survey when work is first considered but they can’t 
request old RRFs until BCT are already arranging a visit and by then it’s too late so what they 
want is for all RRFs to be freely available to VBRVs and/or Bat Groups. Lisa Worledge said 
they would need to ask Martin Rhodes about this. 

 Kate Jones said what’s needed is a central database of bat roost information. Kat Walsh 
pointed out that there is an issue with older data being in incompatible formats but Kate 
Jones thought that it could be possible to find volunteers who would be prepared to help 
convert it. 

 Steve Lucas asked why the Essex Bat Group can’t ask the DAC to send them a copy of the 
RRF or letter but Sylvia Jiggins explained that they don’t get sent the RRF and Annette 
Faulkner said that by the time they get a letter it is too late in the process. Ideally it needs to 
be considered before they even apply to the DAC for funding. 

 At this point Steve Parker cut the discussion short because other issues needed to be 
covered but promised it would be followed up later. 

ACTION: BCT to follow up on issue relating to sharing of RRFs for church visits.   
 

5.4 High risk development sites (e.g. wind farms) close to large established woodlands and forests: 
Are our survey guidelines adequate for high risk edge habitats? 

Jon Whitehurst raised an issue of survey efforts for some wind turbines. As an example an 
application went in for two turbines about 50m from the edge of a forest he had been studying. The 
developer said there were no bats recorded in the area but John had recorded 12 species, including 
noctules, in the forest. In this case he was able to submit the data to the Local Planning Authority 
but he is concerned that standard survey efforts are insufficient for wind turbines. 

 Kat Walsh agreed that the current guidelines are lacking and Natural England are waiting for 
the results of some research projects, and for DEFRA to finish their guidance reform, to 
enable the guidelines to be updated. 

 Jon was concerned that some planning surveys are biased towards what is traditionally seen 
as good bat habitat, such as woodland edge and hedgerows, rather than the area that will 
actually be affected by the work. 

 Another person agreed and said he had done some great surveys in open fields with many 
bats very close overhead so it is very inaccurate to say bats only use woodland edges. Jon 
said expectations can bias survey efforts and therefore results and we need to be aware of 
that and take it into consideration. 

 Carol Williams thought this was a very timely discussion because this guidance is currently 
up for review. However, the problem is that the evidence needed can be difficult to find. 
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 Jean Matthews said that NRW were aware of the limitations, which is why the current 
information is only interim guidance while they wait on research to create better survey and 
mitigation guidance.  

 Jon Whitehurst said the issue is there is an inconsistent survey effort in different parts of the 
country and different areas which makes it hard to predict what will be found. 

 
5.4 Scottish Leisler’s Project 

Anne Youngman reported excellent progress with the Scottish Leisler’s Project. Four years ago they 
knew of one roost, but radio tracking some of those bats lead to better identification which allowed 
bat workers in Scotland to realise that some Leisler’s roosts had been misidentified as noctules. This 
in turn led to improvements in tracking and last summer the Scottish Leisler’s Project found their 
first maternity roost, as well as finding the species on Arran. Completely by coincidence the project 
team also put an AnaBat on a tree right next to a roost! All of this is helping to fill in some gaps in 
distribution data and to identify where more exist. 
 
6. Pete Guest Award result 
 
Voting for the Pete Guest Award was completed prior to the Bat Workers Forum (as agreed in 2012). 
Maggie Brown was announced as winner of the 2013 Pete Guest award having received the greatest 
number of votes. Maggie will receive the award on Sunday.  
 
7. Update on Research Projects 
 
Karen Haysom gave an updated on the projects that BCT is involved in: 
 

 There are 2 new MSc projects with the University of Bristol, one being carried out by Phil Brown 
looking into improving surveying techniques for small Myotis species and another looking into 
the effects of climate change and agricultural management on greater horseshoe bats. 

 A project to test for the fungus that causes white-nose syndrome in North America from 
environmental samples was undertaken earlier this year. It was a collaboration with the Animal 
Health & Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Northern Arizona University and NBMP volunteers in 
Kent and Sussex. More information about this will be provided in a talk by Lisa Worledge and 
Helen Millar later in the Conference. 

 The Bats and Churches projects are on-going and preliminary results are available online for the 
Natterer’s church project. The soprano pipistrelle survey in East Anglia is due to finish next year 
and preliminary results will be available soon. If anyone would like more information on these 
projects please speak to Karen. 

 
8. Any other business 
 

 Jean Matthews asked if the Helpline could develop a better triage system and make more use of 
photos for bat ID in bite cases and giving care advice over the phone. Steve Lucas agreed because 
in many cases in Wales callers are told to take bats to a vet and many vets will either refuse to 
help or just put the bat down. 

ACTION: BCT will investigate ways to increase use of photos for bat ID in bite cases where 
carers cannot easily get out, and for giving better bat care advice over the phone to reduce the 
risk of healthy bats going to vets who will put them down. 
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 Kate Jones raised the new Conservation Evidence Review on Bats being undertaken by John 
Altringham’s team at the University of Leeds for Bill Sutherland’s Group (which have produced a 
number of these reviews covering different areas).  

o Karen Haysom and others at BCT have been involved and provided feedback. Issue it is a 
review of research that meets a very specific set of criteria and excludes studies and 
other information that does not meet those criteria. It is also a study of research findings 
from around the world and so elements may not be relevant in the UK. 

o Kat Walsh stated Natural England are also concerned and have requested a clear 
statement on what the limitations of the review are when the document is released. 

o Carol Williams said the problem is that it is part of a series with strict guidelines on what 
research can and can’t be included which aren’t necessarily appropriate to the sources 
used in this case.  

o Karen Haysom thought it would be good for finding research papers but need to see 
how it is billed. 

o Other groups are looking at ways to combine current knowledge but the problem is only 
peer reviewed papers can be used, which limits it. 

o Kate Jones and Kat Walsh both agreed this needs to be made clearer. 

ACTION: Pete Charleston will check cases of inappropriate conclusions being drawn from 
surveys and would like attendees to send any examples. 

 Chris Sherlock said she had received a letter from the Health Protection Agency asking for 
permission to test her blood samples given as part of the titre test study, for corona viruses and 
asked if DEFRA are also testing bats. 

o Lisa Worledge said that AHVLA were looking at a project to test droppings (as coronaviruses 
can be detected in droppings). There had also been a suggestion of collecting droppings 
from captive bats for testing. 

 Cheryl Stansbury, a trainee VBRV, said she was having a very hard time finding a trainer because 
Natural England told her to contact the Bat Group and the Bat Group said to contact Natural 
England. 

o Lisa Worledge confirmed that the Bat Group is the best way and if the Devon Group said 
they have no trainers it should be possible to try other groups. Also, all VBRV trainees can go 
out on roost visits with other VBRVs, not just their trainer.  

o Chrissy Mason who is also a trainee in Devon said she’s in exactly the same situation. 

ACTION: BCT to investigate better ways to connect trainees and trainers. 

 
9. Date of next meeting 
 
Friday 5th September, University of Warwick (2014 National Bat Conference) 
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Appendix 1. Natural Resources Wales 
 
Additional information provided by Jean Matthews. 
 
Our purpose is to ensure that the natural resources of Wales are sustainably maintained, 
enhanced and used, now and in the future. 
 
1. We have been established by the Welsh Government and given this purpose because Wales 

faces many challenges - challenges for its people and communities, for its economy and for its 
environment. Meeting these challenges needs fresh ideas, new ways of thinking and new ways 
of doing things. This includes how we maintain, improve and use our natural resources.  

2. As a new organisation, Natural Resources Wales brings together the work of the Countryside 
Council for Wales, Environment Agency Wales and Forestry Commission Wales, as well as some 
functions of the Welsh Government. We aim, within a global context, to unlock the potential 
that lies within Wales’ natural resources – using them wisely and without risking their survival or 
ability to sustain us.  

3. We aim to take an ecosystems based approach to managing our air, land and waters, including 
all the living organisms that live within them. Developing more integrated ways in which our 
staff work, with each other and with others, will be important in this delivery of an ecosystems 
approach to our decisions and service delivery.  

4. Our mission is to make the most of our natural resources to support a better future for our 
communities, economy and environment. From the 1st of April 2013 we continue the job of 
building our organisation to make this happen, whilst maintaining business continuity for the 
customers and citizens that have previously been served by the three bodies from which the 
majority of our staff were previously employed. 

 


